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Cu; :hantong Kine {assesses}:

L consider your ability to work at home of such

importance that i will torture you with the same scene all

day loqg; it must be done, otherwise there in no sense for

me to be in the school if you will not take the Method so

that you are able to use it. You will becbme amateurs and

I will become a dishonest man. I am not able to work like

that. He have quite consciously to decide that we must get

the Method. and, therefore, we must go through this difficult

and monotanous stage, after which we shall go on with our

plays. So, be concentrated for the whole day; be active.

First we have worked for the style, than for justification,

and far the feeling of truth.

  
IECIL-IQLE FL}. CEBATLLG Ali‘- SJifirEr

It is a very strong atmosphere of susylcion in the

beginning — susgieion and tension as if before a crucial

moment. After the words, "5y lawful wedded wife.“ the

disaster happens - the tension breaks and the disaster is

there. ‘I course ynu will find the color of this particular

disaster. Ehe atmosphere must be radiated.

First imagine that the atmosphere is around us in

the air — suspicion is very easy to imagine being every-

where. ihcn radiate it back into the space, and it is there.

The aim is to become inspired by the atmosihere. if L am in
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the atmosphere of suspense I will speak in quite a different

manner. in this way we escape intellectual understanding of

the words, which is so killing for us. under the inspiration

of the atmosphere it begins to be something. iho atmosphere

of suspicion will lead to one kind of inspiration. while the

atmosphere of fear will lead to quite another.

It is very important not to have.illusions about

whether we have tho atmosphere or not. we must be brave

enough to know when we have it, and when it is not there.

Don't doludo yourselves. If you really got the atmosphere

you will find what interesting things will develop from it.

If you take atmosphere in a vague,way it is quite wrong: you

must make a really conscious effort to imagine the atmosyhere

in the room, then you will get it in yourself. and then you

will radiate it. You have tha-tochhical means. take them

and apply them and you will see that I have a reason to give

you this means and not others.

Sometimes atmosphere distributes itself and clings

to various places, but the ideal is that the whole stage

must be full of atmosphere. like a jolly. You don't use the

atmosphere sufficiently: you must use it aLd increase it by

moving and speahing in it; You must all fight and strudgle

to get the atmospthG-. If you lose it during the work.

struggle to recapture it. You must see that you are not yotw

able to do this. We must realize this and be brave enough

to 50 en ard suffer together until we get it.
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You must find the desire and the ability to be open

to the thlnm you want to bé open to. right now you don't

want to be open to the atmosphere. iho mistake you make is

that when you begin to speak the atmosphere is shattered.

We make the mistake of thinking that the atmosphere cannot

be shoyn through words; it can and must be shown through our

words and movements. the atmosphere must permeate our whole

lifo on the stage.

There are many poss‘bilities in this atmosphere of

nuepicion, but it is only through exercise that you will get

thie ability to develop the atmosphere. I want to give you

an example of something which you should know by new. 1his

is a scheme to understand what I mean by atmosphere. and how

to imagine it.

Imagine that thin is a door here and this is one

room and there is another. Imagine that you do not know any-

thing about atmosphere; you simply want to enter the other

room. it the moment when you reach the threshold a member

of your family greets you and says, "The child is ill."

“hat has haphenod at this moment? I guess the atmosphere or

this room. I imagine it although I an still standing on the

threshold. Shore is the atmosphere which I imagine so much

that even not being an artist, only a simple yerson, 1 say,

"Jhat has happened?" and I enter the room quietly. Why?

Because of the influence of the atmosphere which I have

imagined before I step;ed into txe room. Ehcn I no longer
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imagine it, I live in the ataosghere.

Ihe Lexi step is Xhat I COJD to the child's bed, and

what will I have in no? I will radiate the same ataoaphoro

buck. ihe someone else comes in to the room and i will

radiate the atmosphere to them. :0" compare the two states,

when I approached the room and was told that the child was

ill. I was anticipating the atmosphere in the room which i

had not yet entered. I imagined the room full of atmosphere —

this is a faci. :he room must be filled with atmosphere;

The SECOLd step wag when I had imagined it and than crossed

the threshold, then my whole being was afiected by the at-

mosphere. 1he third step is when l myself radiate the at-

masphore. lhis is the whole simple technique of atmosyhere.

what is wrong, and we do it very ofteL, is that

instead of guessing the atmosphere there, I begin to radiate

nothing. when when I am exhausted by this wrong activity 1

act the ntmosyhcro of human unhappihess and 1 am depressed

by this gerSOLal mistake, and than I begin to question the

truth about the atmosphere. In this way we lock the door and

than try to open it.

 

hat is why'l insist on the r approach, end not

.
.

through vague iloundering. it is so difficult to understand

when the teacher insists on certain yoihts which seem unimpor-

taht to the student. AB grasps the ilaa of the atmos here 3L

then he wants is be left alone. La this way he overlooks

the necessity of the ihtfl which the teacher tries to insist
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on; After so many mistakes the student begins to understand

that the teacher was right Qecauso he finds that his approach

was wrong.

The same thing in true if. for instance. I want to

meditate. There are certain rules about this but almost all

people start with the idea of meditation without haying

attention to the rules. The result is that they are stiff

and tired. :he person may suffer with those tensions for

yenra before coming back to the first words of his teacher,

perhaps one simple rule which he had not gaid attention to,

but after two or three years he realizes that the teacher was

right. I take this example of meditation becauuo it in the

most auhtle thing, but the principle is the same in more primi-

tive things.


